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Charles J. Givens (February 5 – July 12, 1941) was the best-selling author of two books, wealth without risk, and financial self-defense. Givens founded the Charles J. Givens Organization, which grew to over 600,000 members. He often appeared on nationally syndicated daytime television shows to promote his financial strategy and hosted a weekly radio
program with himself titled Christian Financial Planner James L. Paris. [quote required] At his peak Givens extravagant lifestyle was profiled on the popular television program Lifestyle of the Rich and Famous. His organization collapsed after several lawsuits and regulatory investigations into investments sold by Paris, central Florida radio personality Jack
Dicks, and former vacuum cleaner salesman Charles C Smith Jr. Personal History of Givens was born and raised in Decatura, Illinois. His father, the owner of a construction company, left the family and left them poor. This situation made things tough around the house, and it affected Givens mentally. In a 1989 interview, Givens said that he once considered
himself a loser, and 16 wrote a suicide note. He bought the right to call his song the famous single Hang On Sloopy. This may be due to difficulties in proving statements in his autobiography. [1] Givens slowly built a multimillion dollar empire in the late 1980s, writing books such as Best-Selling Wealth without Risk and Financial Self-Defense. He became the
best selling author in the 1990s, listing the bestsellers with two books. [2] At the time of the financial peak, he also owned the Charles J. Givens organisation, which counted more than 600 000 members. The company provided financial education, and brought in $104 million in revenue. [3] On 12 July 1998, he died of prostate cancer. [4] Fraud claims over
his career givens were the target of dozens of lawsuits and two court cases of fraud to clients, one in California and one in Florida. The California fraud case found that he had misled his clients by claiming that he had made his money through his financial strategy instead of selling his financial strategy, and he ordered the repayment of $14.1 million to his
clients. [5] Givens solved florida fraud case. Dots was also sucked in for defending dropping insurance to save money by a woman whose husband was killed by an uninsured driver. The does settled in an insurance suit in 1993. Books published in Wealth without Risk, 1988, Simon and Schuster, NY Financial Self Defense, 1990, Simon and Schuster, NY
Wealth risk-free Canadians, 1992, Stoddart, Canada (ghosted) Superself – doubling Their personal efficiency in 1993, Simon and Schuster, NY More Wealth risk-free, 1995, Simon and Schuster, NY Reference Setzer, Luke. Lessons from Dead Millionaire. Basic Manual Speech 7: Apply Your Skills. Retrieved 10 April 2011. ^ Michael Michael Making the List:
Cultural History of the American Bestseller, 1900-1999 &amp; Band Publishing. p. 201. Isbn 0-7607-2559-4. Isbn 0-7607-2559-4. ↑ Charles J. Givens Organization. Retrieved 30 December 2013. ^ Charles Givens. newbusinessnews.com. Retrieved 3 October 2011. ^ Charles Givens, 57, Millionaire Sued for Fraud money advice. The New York Times.
Associated Press. 17 July 1998. Retrieved 27 February 2020. External links by Charles J. Givens. Find the grave. Retrieved 21 November 2013. Retrieved from Start your review of Wealth Without Risk If you ever wanted to know anything about financial responsibilities and how to make money title of this book says it all. Wealth without risk is really a book
worth reading. You can go from investing, savings, taxes and whatever else you like. This book gives you the tools you need to be successful. I like it so much I made several other of his books and gave it to other family members. Oddly enough, their claim is not interested in letting them keep the books I gave them if you ever wanted to know something
about financial responsibility and how to make money in the title of this book says it all. Wealth without risk is really a book worth reading. You can go from investing, savings, taxes and whatever else you like. This book gives you the tools you need to be successful. I like it so much I made several other of his books and gave it to other family members. Oddly
enough, their claim is not interested in allowing them to keep the books I gave them to read. What does that tell you? ... more everything I learned about money came from this book and The Millionaire Next Door. Look at car insurance in particular. Everything I learned about money came from this book and The Millionaire Next Door. Look at car insurance in
particular. ... more some good overall tips, although most of the information is outdated. Some tips will no longer work or will be possible/legal. Also, many articles were not detailed enough for someone without financial knowledge to take action – which would make this book not helpful to its intended audience. Some good overall tips, even if most of the
information is outdated. Some tips will no longer work or will be possible/legal. Also, many articles were not detailed enough for someone without financial knowledge to take action – which would make this book not helpful to its intended audience. ... more while this book is dated, it helped me build a foundation to manage my money Who was the first givens
business selling investment consulting services, or this book that acts as an ad for my business? I don't know, but for advertising, this book sounds good. How philosophy, though, it's the same as everyone else: I'm how to invest in the stock market without ever losing money! I have a system! Pay me to follow it and grow rich! Born later, Givens could be a
Fidelity Investments mutual fund manager with a proprietary black box quantita Who was the first givens business selling investment consulting services, or this book that acts as advertising for your business? I don't know, but for advertising, this book sounds good. As an investment philosophy, though, it's the same as everyone else: I've figured out how to
invest in the stock market without ever losing money! I have a system! Pay me to follow it and grow rich! Born later, Givens could be a trust in investments mutual fund manager with a proprietary black box quantitative stock picking method. But he wouldn't make that much money. His method is simple. If interest rates are high, invest money; if they start to
decline, switch to bonds as the relative value of the bond's interest goes up in the face of falling interest rates, making the bond's dollar/trade value upwards; and the rest of the time, let it go to stock! And then he offers other tips, such as sending your assets so you don't lose them in a lawsuit if you run someone more. Don't worry Charles, Republicans will
cap liability damages and bowel injury in the legal field in their attempt to dissue from democratic sources of funding. So our assets will be safe regardless of our reckless behavior. In fact, this kind of common sense advice is worth encountering once in the life of those who have a transition to the role of managing personal assets (unlike those who have had
wealth managers on royalty all their lives.) ... over Charles J. Givens, Author of Simon &amp; Schuster $21.45 (0p) ISBN 978-0-671-61938-1 Having made and lost two fortunes, popular financial guru Givens says he now has the keys to success among those no-nonsense to use credit cards, tax-friendly self-employment and home ownership. Another
suggestion: regular investments in 10 % of the income at an annual return of 20 %, are cumulations in the exchange of funds between shares, bonds and the money market according to a formula related to the daily publication of the main interest rate. (He explains separately the tax consequences of this system.) The author also quotes, among many such
nuggets, little-known government-backed parent loans to help pay for college through near-campus real estate (students always need space, right?). Or how about buying a local mortgage one-on-one on a 30% guaranteed return? One eyebrow raiser: in the general insurance industry bashing, Givens claims life insurance recipients should be entitled to
collect both the policy's face value and its accumulated monetary value. With charts, graphics, source lists and anecdotes, it top money guide, exciting and full of new ideas. (Dec.) The biggest problem with money is that it textbook. -Charles J. GIVENS DON'T MISS CHARLES GIVENS BESTSELLING COMPANION FOR MORE WEALTH-FREE RISK
FINANCIAL SELF-DEFENSE How to win the fight for financial freedom an indispensable guide to protecting the money you earn available in a trading paperback from Pocket Books Also Charles J. GIVENS FINANCIAL SELF-DEFENSE: How to win the fight for financial freedom Indispensable companion over wealth without the risk of praise for Charles J.
givens and finally, someone has become investing in a simple understand system.... -Self Magazine Very good.... Accumulated with significant substance.... -The San Jose Mercury News Givens Plan focuses on reducing spending on insurance, taxes and credit cards and increasing savings and investment profits.... Many of his strategies are common
sense.... -The St. Petersburg Times There is no way that an individual can't benefit from at least multiple money saving or earning tips.... -Booklist Uncommon sensible suggestions.... Features a lot of smart-money tips.... -Kirkus Reviews Top money guide-entertaining, exciting and full of new ideas.... -Publishers Weekly selling this book without its cover is
unauthorized. If you bought this book without a cover, you should know that it was reported to the publisher as unsold and destroyed. Neither the author nor the publisher has been paid for selling this purified book. Given the complex, individual and specific nature of financial issues, this book is not intended to replace legal, accounting or other professional
advice. Laws vary from country to country, and the reader is advised to get help or advice from a competent professional- before making decisions on personal financial matters. The author and the publisher shall waive any liability, loss or risk resulting from the use of this book. POCKET BOOKS, breakdown by Simon &amp; Schuster, Inc. 1230 Avenue of
america, New York, NY 10020 www.SimonandSchuster.com Copyright © 1988, 1991, 1995 by Charles Givens All Rights Reserved, including the right to reproduce this book or parts thereof in any way. For information at Simon &amp; Schuster Inc., 1230 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020 ISBN-10: 0-671-69 403-0 ISBN-13: 978-0-671-69403-6
eISBN: 978-1-439-13669-0 First Pocket Books trading paperback April 1995 10 POCKET and colophon are registered trademarks of Simon &amp; Schuster, Inc. For information on special discounts for bulk purchases, please contact simon &amp; Schuster Special Sales 1-800-456-6798 or business@simonandschuster.com Cover design by Barry Littmann
Front cover photo Debra Lex Printed in the US To Chuck and Rob, my sons, Julie Anna, my daughter, and Adena, my wife, my biggest supporters you will see all the elements of our secrets. Commission 201 will be your draw. We can help you learn it, but don't accept it. You see, knowledge, and acceptance is yours. Ayn Rand Atlas shrugged Content
Preface My STORY Introduction I PART PERSONAL FINANCE STRATEGIES 1 DEVELOPING YOUR FINANCIAL BLUEPRINT Turn DREAMS INTO REALITY 2 Becoming your financial expert Take control of your financial future 3 AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE-cutting your premiums 50% Save up to 50% of the cost of your car insurance by maintaining the
necessary coverage 4 AVOID RENT CAR INSURANCE RIP-OFFS Save hundreds of dollars and avoid unnecessary hassles when you rent a car 5 YOUR HOMEOWNER'S POLISE AND OTHER INSURANCE Lower premiums for your homeowner policy while getting rid of bad value coverage and gimmick insurance 6 better life insurance for 80% less Cut
costs for your life insurance up to 80% while increasing the financial protection of your family 7 give yourself credit get control over your credit office file and create good credit habits 8 CREATIVE CREDIT REPAIR Get control and repair your credit WHEN LIFE THROWS YOU A FINANCIAL CURVE 9 BORROWING MONEY MORTGAGE CONTROL
STRATEGIES SAVE TENS OF THOUSANDS ON ANY HOME MORTGAGE 10 BORROWING MONEY LOAN AND CREDIT CARD STRATEGIES CUT BORROWING CASH COSTS BY 30 TO 50% 11 SEND YOUR KIDS COLLEGE FREE! Combine college loans with investments that will reduce the real cost of educating your children by 50 to 100% 12
FOUND MONEY COLLEGE Take the secret and frustration of finding college loans and grants part II tax reduction strategies 13 MAKING YOUR LIFE LESS TAXING Cut your income taxes up to 50% 14 TAX RETURN APPLICATION STRATEGIES Reduce your taxes and audit options, same time 15 WINNING AUDIT TAX INCREASE upper hand tax audit
16 FAMILY TIES Convert family expenses tax deductions 17 KAM DO YOU TRUST? Beat the dreaded gift tax and real estate tax wills hoax, and protect your assets through trust 18 doubling the profits of your employer's retirement plan Create a million dollar retirement plan where you work 19 TRAVEL WORLD FOR DEDUCTIBLE DOLLARS Make your
vacations and rides tax deductible 20 in YOUR INTEREST Make consumers interest deductible 21 give yourself tax-free raise increase your take-home pay $50 to $350 per month 22 work on tax deductions Use your work TO CREATE BIG TAX DEDUCTIONS 23 TURN YOUR HOME INTO TAX HAVEN CREATE THOUSANDS OF ADDITIONAL TAX
DEDUCTIONS FROM YOUR MAIN RESIDENCE 24 MAKE YOUR BOAT, PLANE, OR RV TAX DEDUCTIBLE FIND BIG TAX DEDUCTIONS FOR YOUR LEISURE ASSETS 25 GETTING DOWN TO BUSINESS Start small business for fun, profit, and huge tax deductions III POWERFUL STRATEGIES 26 SECRETS POWERFUL INVESTING
ACCOMPLISH THREE MAIN INVESTMENT GOALS : 15% secure return on investment, no commissions, commissions, 27 TEN BIGGEST INVESTMENT MISTAKES Learn to recognize investment schemes, scams, and poor consultation 28 10% SOLUTION Get your million dollar investment plan who started a shoestring 29 asset management account
(AMA) Couple convenience check with the power of investment 30 MONEY MOVEMENT STRATEGY™ Move your investment money between stock, bond and money market mutual funds to earn an average of 15% per annum 31 MUTUAL FUND WINNING strategies Learn about winning strategies for mutual fund investment determination and use 32
MUTUAL FUNDS MARGIN ACCOUNTS Use OPM to increase mutual fund deserved power 33 IRA AND KEOGH INVESTMENT SUPERSTRATEGIES Earns 15 to 20% per annum in non-traditional IRA and Keogh investments 34 SELF-1DIRECTED ANNUITIES Combine 15% earn power Money Movement Strategy with America's Best Tax Shelter 35
Discounted Mortgages Earn 30% A Year Guaranteed and Secured 36 TAXLIEN CERTIFICATES Earn 15 TO 50% Government Guaranteed Interest 37 POWERFUL INVESTMENTS- HOW TO STRUCTURE YOUR INVESTMENT PLAN SELECT INVESTMENTS , who will accomplish his goals in the shortest time Epilogue Supplement FOUNDATION
FAMILY FACT SHEET Confirmation Index Foreword My STORY Charles J. Givens While I was still a young man, my father died. Even after owning his successful business for years, he died absolutely broke. There wasn't even enough money to pay his funeral expenses. I'll never forget the question, How, in a great country like America, can someone work
so hard all life and end up with nothing? With half-formed tears I promised myself that this would never happen to me. No matter how long or hard I had to look for, how many books I had read, or how many people I had to ask, I was determined to find answers. I wanted to be rich, and nothing was about to stop me. What I learned about money over the next
15 years allowed me to build my own personal and business fortune. Determination and one thinking target paid off. If you read the financial articles for USA Today, Newsweek, People, Wall Street Journal, Money, or Venture magazine you will know the story. I feel fortunate to have had the opportunity to share my strategy and encourage others with such
great talk show hosts as Oprah Winfrey, Bryant Gumbel, Phil Donahue, Sally Jessy Raphael, and Geraldo Rivera. I have found that there is no downside to having a lot of money. Money is freedom, and freedom is the ability to do whatever you want if you want to do it. The path I followed in building my wealth was definitely not the easiest. Every possible
mistake was made for one reason—no one was around to show me how to do it. At the age of 25, I created the Nashville music business conglomerate, Colony International. At 27, I was broke. No one had ever told me that I, not my insurance agent, was responsible for being that I had enough rights to insurance. My soon-to-be-finished and open recording
studio and office building burned to the ground, taking with it all my business records and dozens of valuable master tapes for which I never collected a dime. Over the next four years I moved from the bottom to executive suites in Genesco, the main clothing conglomerate, developing management of computer systems in an era when computers were young
and computer professionals almost non-existent. The work gave me leverage to use borrowed money to fund my way to stock market wealth. New companies, new issues, and new profits to borrow against. Then in 1968 the market turned. No one told me that stocks could go down. Instead of continuing to follow my instincts and common sense that had
created the paper's happiness, my emotions led me to a group of guaranteed, fast-talking stockbrokers. Here. You watch my money, I said, almost relieved. Well, they are still watching it because I never saw another cent. I traded my new burgundy 1968 Cadillac for a mortgaged Volkswagen, sold my house to paying margin calls, and left corporate America
and Nashville with a bankroll of just $200 in my pocket, representing my entire first 30 years of life and work. My third million dollar idea was to create a luxurious yacht club. Cashing in a $3,000 insurance policy, I get a 60-day option on a beautiful property previously owned by a Pittsburgh steel magnate on the banks of the Indian River in Florida. With no
extra money and no income, the next few months were funded with a wallet full of credit cards. The $50,000 needed to close on the property was acquired only at the last possible minute. Everything seems to be working. Plans to convert the property into a yacht club were being prepared and soon the club would be completed. No one, however, had
indicated that it was probably better to finish the docks before the club. The government of the state of Florida decided to ban dredging in the river, but long-term ecological research was completed. Without docks - without boats; No boats, there's no yacht club. The trustee of the project neglected to make a mortgage payment, and the third mortgage holder
turned off. It was all gone in one day. Three times in eight years I had created a million dollar idea, starting with nothing. I could make money, I just didn't seem to be able to save it. From 1971 on, by combining tied business and real estate investments, I managed to build and maintain the happiness I now enjoy. In 1986 Success magazine chose for the first
time 20 living Americans who they believed had begun with the slightest chance of made the biggest mistakes along the way, and built the greatest wealth. I was very honored to be one of those 20, Why is it important to you? Because when it comes to money, you or mine, I know what I'm talking about. If I tell you that will work, you can bank on it. You can
use these strategies to open financial doors never available to you, to compress the time it takes to create your dreams. Most importantly, enjoy every moment of the journey, as I've learned to do. This is what separates the real winner from the losers. This book is simply a composite of money strategies I have discovered over a lifetime of personal financial
experience. You will find them both easy to understand and easy to apply. Financial decision-making is like parking, full of doors, knowing that behind one is the financial reward you are looking for, while behind others there are financial dangers that you are trying to avoid. Without further knowledge, your alternatives are not attractive. With trial and error you
can make choices that harm your wealth, or you might refuse to choose at all, as most do, allowing fear to lead to financial stagnation. An unseen third alternative is the one you have chosen through this book, making your financial decisions, knowing in advance what lies behind each door, a form of X-ray vision that will connect predictable financial results
with your choices. A plan that allows you to choose results, not just processes or paths that you need to follow, cannot fail. That, my friend, is the power you hold now. Without knowledge, personal and business financial decisions are made with an ounce of logic peppered with a pound of emotion. The money will not be carried in accordance with the rules of
common sense. Instead, the building of wealth has its own set of principles- principles that work, work all the time, and work for everyone. These principles, or money strategies, add to your wealth, squeeze time, and bestow you with what most applies as a Midas touch. I feel fortunate to have financial success with good people to run my business so I can
afford to devote most of my time to teaching my strategies. It was for this purpose that I set up my non-profit education foundation in 1975. Today, it has become a Charles J. Givens organization with over 600,000 members worldwide, families that depend on us for all their financial assistance and advice. It was also for this purpose that I wrote this book. My
money strategies are safe, practical, and can be applied to every aspect of your financial life. Even better, you don't have to be a financial wizard to make them work for you. INTRODUCTION When TV interviewers ask me who qualifies for me to teach people about money, my answer is simple because I have a lot of it. To build a $100 million fortune in less
than 20 years took learning just about everything you need to know about money. Much of what I learned formed the basis for my wealthbuilding success, and that's what I'm about to teach you. What took me years to discover, you will learn in the next couple of hours and apply for the rest Knowledge will increase your understanding, but applying this
knowledge will increase your wealth! Budgeting is not a strategy for prosperity. In fact, nowhere in this book has the budget even mentioned as a path to financial success. Budgeting requires sacrifice, seeing yourself convicted of your current income, payments, taxes and bonuses, and then spending what little is left without any hope of a better future. The
budget will not bring long-term wealth over the fad diet to cause long-term weight loss. All you end up doing is criticizing yourself for your inability to exercise discipline. Your goal is to generate more money to spend rather than relegate yourself to spend less. Creating more is what my strategies will do for you– more money to do and there are things you
want for yourself and your family right now. There is no waiting. The #1 if you want to LEARN ABOUT MONEY, LEARN FROM SOMEONE WHO HAS A LOT OF IT. You're never better off tennis sitting around talking to an official who strings tennis rackets at a sporting goods store. You, however, advance your game with lightning speed by spending time on
the courts with a pro. The only money pros in this country are those with home-grown wealth, not those who talk about living, like many stockbrokers, financial planners, insurance agents, college finance professors, and financial writers magazines and newspapers. These folks are all a place to go and work to do, but that job is not going to build your wealth
and give you control over your financial future. Using strategies in this book will be. Most financial people, whether well meaning or not, usually have one thing in common. They struggle to pay the bills, struggle to get out of debt, and are hoping for a financial miracle just like you. In other words, they are basically broke, and broke people are certainly not
qualified to provide financial advice. No matter how many years in college, no matter what the three-letter Big C sign by name (CPA, CFP, CLU), * almost all the so-called financial professionals are doing is no better with your money than you are! Someone once said that some financial people call brokers because they are usually a broker than you are. Now
don't get me wrong, broke and the homeless are not the same for our discussion. To be broke, all you have to do is be able to spend money faster than you can do. You can achieve brokeness for $25,000-per-year or $150,000-per-year income. Wealth is not defined by your income, only by your score. Wealth is not what you make it, it is what is left. You can
easily broke while putting on an appearance of financial success: a home with a large mortgage, two new cars in the driveway burdened with five-year auto loans, and a lavish lifestyle with a mailbox full of overdue credit card bills. of them eat your wealth, they don't build it. The goal of building your wealth is more left over, allowing you to live out your dreams
instead of just paying your way through the month. To build wealth, you need to find someone who will be an example and teach from experience, not depending on the traditional textbook approach. I think you might say that while you continue to read this book, you've chosen me as your guide to what's here is often a confusing, challenging world of money
making and dream-making. I'm not going to let you down. What I'm about to teach you is more than a good strategy or two, or even a hundred. It is a way of life, a complete way of thinking, that always leads to financial victory. Life is always limited in time, but your experiences and dreams are limited only by your knowledge and desire to apply what you
know. You have in your hands half of the knowledge you will need for a lifetime of financial success. The other side is Financial Self-Defense, a book that should live on your bookshelf in plain sight next to this volume. Together they will give you the optimal strategy for just about every financial decision you ever have to make. But now, you have a lot to get
you started. Wealth building strategies in this book won't turn you into an instant millionaire, but use them in a coordinated plan, and you will automatically and systematically enjoy one or two million extra spending dollars throughout your lifetime. Beyond that, if you choose, you will need to start your own supersuccessful business, but you can easily
accomplish the first million or two with knowledge and time, and without sacrifice, simply by living strategies in this book. So, let's start. * CPA-certified public accountant CFP-certified financial planner CLU-certified life signer I share personal finance strategies chapter 1 DEVELOPING YOUR FINANCIAL BLUEPRINT I hope to spend the rest of my life in the
future, so I want to be sufficiently sure what kind of future it will be. That's my reason for planning. Charles Kettering industrialist in the 1950s AIMS TO TURN DREAMS INTO REALITY. There are three strategies we never taught in school: how to manage a successful marriage, how to attract successful children, how to build wealth successfully This book
aims to show you how to overcome the third of these educational failures, how to build your wealth quickly and easily, making your financial decisions right and with confidence. Everyone with the wealth you earn will tell you that money is not complicated. Confusing trading rules, buzz words, and complex explanations that are thrown around investment
advisors and financial people are not needed. They just muddy the waters and sometimes hide the fact that so-called experts don't really know what talk about. Over the course of my life, I have discovered the principle of success that allowed me to accumulate tens of millions of dollars while maintaining a constant state of happiness, emotional balance, and
passion for life. The #2 to SUCCEED IN ANY AREA OF LIFE BY DEFINING OPTIMAL STRATEGIES AND REPEATING THEM UNTIL THEY BECOME HABITS. Success with money, family, relationships, health and careers is the ability to achieve your personal goals in the shortest time possible, with the least effort, and with the least mistakes. The goals
you set for yourself, and your choice strategies become your project or plan. Strategies are like recipes: choose the right ingredients, mix them in the right proportions, and you always produce the same predictable result: in this case, financial success. Success strategies to manage money and building wealth are called Money Strategies. As you learn to use
Money strategies as part of your daily life, financial frustration and failure will become a thing of the past. Why then make so many people so difficult to accumulate wealth and, more importantly, enjoy the journey? There are two reasons: it is not clear what they are looking for and without knowing the strategies to achieve it. The starting point of any plan is if
you are right now. Where are you where you are. Your first goal is to accept yourself and your current status as an OK site without making excuses as to why you don't know more or aren't doing better. Excuses become limiters that turn realsets into idle desires. The lack of action and lack of desire to change are almost the only things in life that cause
frustration and depression. When it comes to excuses for not taking financial control, I hear them over and over again: I can't even balance my cheque. I'm too old. I'm too broke. I can't get my husband (or wife) to listen. I don't want much. I'm too young. I'm too tired. I'm too dumb about the money. I'm too busy. I'm too scared, Excuses don't give results. You
may find unlimited excuses for failure, but no one ever makes an excuse for success. Now figure out where you want to be, your goals in life and write them down. Your written plan determines the tone, speed and most importantly the direction of your life. If you've ever attended an inspiring motivational lecture, you're probably impressed by the spirit, humor,
and drive, but walked out of the room thinking, Now, what the hell should I do? Enthusiasm, but not direction. Direction can turn the power of the bulb into a laser beam. Lasers are nothing more than sharply concentrated light. Lasers have the power to cut down with steel and destroy rockets in space. The same light as a light bulb — only purposeful and
directed. Clearly setting targets and choosing your own direction will be The power of your mind into the laser beam it was meant to be, drawing you opportunities, people, and knowledge you will need, allowing you to cut through obstacles along your success path. The strength of accomplishing is also to know how to squeeze time, to do in one year, what it
takes all the other ten years to perform. The strategies in this book are powerful time compressors. Success also requires understanding and using the Momentum principle. The #3 SUCCESS REQUIRES THE FIRST EXPENDING TEN UNITS OF EFFORT TO GET ONE RESULT UNIT. YOUR MOMENTUM WILL THEN PRODUCE TEN UNITS OF
RESULTS WITH EACH UNIT EFFORT. Direction and control begin with a written plan set out in two parts. Part A lists dreams—what you're looking for, both financially and personally. Part B lists your strategies— a specific financial and personal road map that will take you from where you are to where you want to be. Clearly defining your direction and
adopting the right money and attitude strategies to control, you will automatically create the shortest possible route. When I was 18, I sat down with a paper pad and, without fully realizing what I was doing, wrote an action project about my life. I called it my dream list. The task will do the same for you, clearly defining at one time and in one place your goals,
dreams, goals and even your fantasies. Choose a completely quiet place where you will not stop. At the top of the pad of the paper write the following: DREAMS List If I was unlimited ... TIME TALENT MONEY ABILITY SELF-ESTEEM SUPPORT FROM THE FAMILY Here's what I'd like to do... Relax and let the ideas pour both from your conscious and
subconscious. Don't underestimate your potential to reach every item you type. What you write will excite you, motivate you, inspire you, make you laugh, and, for yourself all, define desires and dreams that too often are ready to surface, but hold back with the complexity of everyday life. Write it all down, no matter how silly it seems, no matter what the cost.
Ideas will come slowly at first, gaining speed as you leave behind the realities and limitations of your life. My first list was 181 dreams long, of which 175 have already become a reality. Since then I've added dozens of others as you probably find yourself doing. We all at any age have dreams, and the first step in turning dreams into reality is to get those
dreams out of front of you where you can see and feel them. Having taught my students this dream list strategy for over 12 years, I've seen some truly wonderful things happen that might never have happened otherwise. The 66-year-old Ph.D. spent his birthday hanging gliding with me at a huge sand dunes at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina. A 14-year-old boy
started his own successful business. 45 years old, newly divorced housewife without A sense of adventure rappeled straight down a 200-foot cliff, then cruiseed a zip line 60 feet into the air, 300 yards across the valley at 40 miles per hour hanging from just a wrist strap, resulting in more self-esteem in two days than she had achieved throughout her life. With
a dream list strategy, the 35-year-old mother floated and played with dolphins at Kings Dominion Park in Virginia, a dream she had had since she was a child. The 28-year-old European immigrant, who just spoke English, built a $5 million fortune in five years, starting with a $6-hour job. I will never forget the tears of joy in his eyes as he sat in my office in
Orlando telling me the story of his success and part of my strategy had been in his life. Once you've made your list without restrictions, choose those goals that are most important to you. Some will have individual goals, others will include and request support from your family. Encourage your spouse and children, if you have, to create your own lists. Once
you've defined your dreams, the things you want to do, the places you want to go, what you want to be and accomplish, the next logical step is to create your own road map— a list of your strategies. The other chapters will show you all the safe alternatives to create wealth to live your dreams. Chapter 2 becomes your own financial expert exit and buy
yourself a five cent pencil and a ten cent notebook and start writing down a few million dollar ideas for yourself. Bob Grinde AIMS TO TAKE CONTROL OF HIS FINANCIAL FUTURE. The two most important words in managing money and building wealth are control. No one will ever watch your money or your financial future, nor do you– not a broker,
financial planner, or insurance agent. Control begins with your written plan and is implemented through your choice of money strategies. The right strategies turn wealth building, such as walking, into a series of small, easy to accomplish activities. Unless you were fortunate enough to be left a million dollars by a rich uncle, you have to start by learning to
transform your income into wealth. There are only three types of money strategies needed to convert income into wealth, but you have to use all three, none is mandatory. Skipping any of your plan would have the same effect as removing the leg from a three-legged stool. PERSONAL FINANCE STRATEGIES Personal Finance Strategies are those daily
personal and family decisions you make unrelated to your work, taxes, or investments. Personal Finance Strategies allows you to save money as you spend it. Personal finance strategies aim to increase their spending income every year by getting rid of financial waste. Personal Finance Strategies will: Reduce the cost of your life insurance by up to 80%.
Cut your car, mortgage, and homeowner insurance premiums up to 50%. your lifetime mortgage payments up to 50%. Reduce your MasterCard and Visa percentage to 40%. Turn your equity or insurance policies into cash value income or wealth. Renew your credit within 60 days. Get your kids to college for free. TAX REDUCTION STRATEGIES Income
taxes are the biggest expense you incur in life, higher than a mortgage on your home or the cost of getting your kids through college. You can never build any real wealth without first getting your tax life under control. One third of all the wealth you or don't accumulate depends on whether you have a good tax plan. My experience working with over 600,000
families over the last 15 years indicates that most families pay twice as much income tax as necessary. Why? Lack of a good tax reduction plan. Your goal is to pay no more than 5% of your income taxes. The biggest taxpayer in American history was Elvis Presley. I remember from my days in the Nashville music business how Elvis prided himself on the
huge amount of tax he paid. He had no tax plan, no tax shelters, and received little or no tax advice. He was also in a unique position. He could not overspend his income; money literally came faster than he could get rid of it. After excessive income and property taxes were paid, and because of the miserable planning, Elvis's properties were incredibly small,
the government got it all. You, on the other hand, are probably having no difficulty exaggerating your income, and if so, a good tax plan will start to plug the dike. Every dollar you save taxes is one dollar added to your duty-free wealth. Under the new tax laws, $1,000 in additional tax deductions will save you about $300 in taxes. There are two steps to
reducing your tax: Make the money you spend tax deductible as you spend it. There are 75 strategies that will turn your personal expenses into tax deductions; You can make your vacation, education, car, videotape registrar, money you give to children, club membership, interest on loans, and entertainment tax deductible. A good tax plan will make up to
60% of your income deductible as you spend it. Use the power of pension plans and investment tax shelters. The tax-free compound is one secret to financial success. Pension plans and tax shelters give you the power of duty-free mixture. POWERFUL INVESTMENT STRATEGIES Investing money and saving money, they are not the same strategy at all.
Depositors are the ones who earn less than 6% a year and do little more than make financial institutions wealthy. Successful investments, on the other hand, require knowledge and no risk to achieve the following three-pronged goal: earning 15% a year safely, without commission, and without taxes.* How can you safely earn 15% a year in the world, which
only 7% of banks and bonds? Using some of what I believe ten best best opportunities in America, those that you won't find advertised on financial pages or sold by brokers and financial partners. All are uncovered in Part III, Powerful Investment Strategies: Paying unnecessary fees and commissions for your investments is like throwing $20 bills into the



fireplace to heat your home. You will get the job done, but the method is very ineffective. You can't split your money with everyone else and expect to have a lot left by yourself. By learning to work directly with financial institutions, you can eliminate an intermediary who is a sitting seller, and keep 100% of your money working for you. On 19 October 1987, the
stock market and most investors' stock portfolios decreased by 20 %. The one-day fall shocked the world and crowded other news from the headlines. However, every day millions of investors convert more than billions of dollars to investment sellers, and experience a one-day drop in their investment capital by 8%. Although no headlines are made, payment
commissions are the same type of investment losses. To start your wealth without risk program, you only need income. It doesn't matter if you have $1 or $100,000 in your investment plan. Making big money doesn't take big money, just knowledge and a little time. Where the money goes This might surprise you to know that the average couple in America
earn about $41,000 a year and live a paycheck-to-paycheck with little hope of breaking the cycle. Here is a chart that shows where money usually goes. Remember that real wealth is not how much money you make, but how much is left over! Now here's a chart that shows where money goes for afforestation and after Money Strategies is used. After
applying only for Personal Finance and Tax Strategies the couple now has $6,180 extra nono-dollars to spend and invest each year. Same income, but a new lifestyle and future prospects. You will save thousands each year in all these areas through Personal Finance and Tax Strategies. Along with strong investment strategies, you automatically and
systematically achieve your goal: Wealth without risk. * Past experience is no guarantee of future performance. ** Requires a money movement strategy (Chapter 30) Chapter 3 AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE-cutting your premiums 50%, promoting insurance based on what people think of uncertainty rather than what they should be right to think through the
delusion that one buys insurance to collect/or loss, rather than proving that the insurance goal is to avoid the uncertainty we've called the plague problems in the insurance industry. Henry K. Duke's letter to the Harvard Business Review in 1955 AIMS TO SAVE UP TO 50% OF THE COST OF YOUR CAR INSURANCE BY MAINTAINING THE NECESSARY
COVERAGE. Sellers will try to sell you a dozen types of car insurance Party no one needs yet, all buys; the other side, everyone needs, but few know how to buy. This chapter will clarify the secret of what you need, what to avoid, and how to save hundreds to thousands of dollars a year in the process. Have your current car insurance policy in front of you
and take notes on the items you want to change as you read this chapter and learn the right strategies. Car insurance laws were passed to protect innocent accident victims from serious financial losses. Most countries require registered car owners to be responsible and sometimes some other coverage. The minimum amount of insurance required in your
country, however, has little to do with the amount of insurance you really need or want. Car insurance is one of your biggest expenses in life. You will find you can reduce your premiums to 30% to 50% with knowledge and basic understanding of what each type of car insurance covers by choosing insurance, knowing your actual ability to charge or pay a
claim, and picking much cheaper alternatives to the many coverage you need. In this chapter we will examine the top ten most common car coatings to determine what you need or need to have and those who waste your money. These are: personal injury liability roof liability property damage liability without fault insurance or PIP death and splitting
comprehensive collision medical payment for uninsured motorists' coverage of road services and pulling How your car insurance premiums are a certain type of coverage There are ten major car coverage to choose from to incorporate into your policy. Some you need, some you don't have. Those you need fall into two categories: the insurance required to
protect you financially with insurance required by your country Both categories are usually not the same. Other types of auto insurance should be covered better and cheaper through insurance coverage policies other than auto policies. If you are covered in two policies for the same risk, you have to duplicate coverage and wasting big dollars. We'll set the
overlays you're doing and don't need, and show you how to prevent duplicate overlays. COVERAGE AMOUNT Most of the ten types of insurance coverage that you find in your auto policy are restrictions. The limit is the maximum number of dollars an insurance company will pay in one accident for the damage. Some restrictions are set by the insurance
company or the value of your car and are specified in the policy. These fixed cover includes: comprehensive and collision (maximum is the value of your car, although you choose deductible) without fault insurance or PIP road service and pulling All other coverage you choose the insurance company will pay, the higher the maximum for your annual
premiums. These optional limitation coverage includes: damages property damage liability roof liability medical payment death and splitting uninsured motorists coverage Even if you choose the maximum, the insurance company will only pay actual damages. The only exception is death and splitting. You often choose from two or more maximum limits, but
like life insurance, the full amount is paid out. Choose limits that are too high for any of these coverage, and you throw premium money away on insurance for which the statistical odds of collection are too far away. Choose restrictions that are too low, and you will end up under-insused or vulnerable to potential real risk. In this chapter you will learn to select
correctly. In addition to how much and what type of coverage you choose, the five factors related to where you live, how you drive, and what type of car you own also affect the bonuses you pay. RATING TERRITORIES Premiums are higher in cities where population density and traffic jams are high, and lower in rural areas. The business accident experience
in your area also sets your rates. Your bonuses from company to company for the same city can vary as much as 100% due to different accident relationships. That's why it pays to shop around. DRIVER CLASSIFICATION Age, gender and marital status are all factors used to determine your insurance premiums. For those over the age of 25, women and
married people have fewer accidents and lower levels. Men under the age of 25 who are single and have the highest statistical chances of accidents and thus the highest rates. DRIVING RECORD Those responsible for accidents or who have been convicted of driving offences tend to have a higher statistical chance of future accidents and therefore pay
higher premiums, much higher premiums. USING CARS For those who drive to and from work, there are greater chances of accidents than those who use the car only for pleasure. Premium categories usually: TYPE OF CAR Expensive cars cost more repairs and therefore cost more to insure. The #4 to CHECK THE INSURANCE RATES FOR THE CAR
BEFORE YOU BUY. Since some cars are more expensive to replace or repair, insurance companies assign code numbers (1-21) to each model. The higher the code number, the more your car costs the new and more expensive your collision and the all-inclusive bonuses will be. A damage assessment is assigned to each model of the car based on the price
of the sticker and how easily this model is damaged in a collision and how much it costs to repair. Damageability ratings can significantly raise or decrease your comprehensive and collision premiums, so check the insurance rates Buy. For example, if the model is initially rated 7, its label is priced from $6,501 to $8,000 (see the following car insurance sticker-
price codes). The rating is then upgraded by +1 or more if the car is expensive repairs than other cars cost the same amount, or cut by -1 or more if the car is cheaper repair. This means that while the car sticker price could be between $6,501 and $8,000, its damageability factor can make its cost repair like that car, which initially costs $8,001-$10,000, and
your premiums will be even 20% higher. AUTOMOTIVE INSURANCE STICKERS–PRICE CODE NUMBERS #5 TO SAVE 25% AUTO INSURANCE PREMIUMS. Car insurance companies in most countries set premiums based on the amount of claims paid in each area. Auto insurance rates in the same area can vary as much as 100% from company to
company. According to an independent study, less than one in four drivers will receive more than one price before buying auto insurance, a major financial error. Once your policy is created for renewal, get multiple quotation marks. Buy it. You will be surprised by the price difference. Car insurance rates are not set by state law because most people falsely
assume except in two states, Texas and Massachusetts. Ironically, Massachusetts has the highest auto insurance rates in the country. So much for government control. In these two countries you will save a lot of money by carefully choosing your coverage instead of choosing a company because it has lower rates. Twenty-two states require approval by the
national insurance commission before the maximum rates can be raised for each coverage, but you'll find big differences in rates in those states, just like you do with balance states that don't require maximum rate approval of any kind. Some of the companies that seem to have lower rates in many areas are Geico, USAA, State Farm, Travelers, and Liberty
Mutual. Many agents to make shopping harder won't be quoting by phone, but don't let that stop you. Let your wheels do the walking. The #6 reduce costs by clouding your driving age children by incorporating them into your policy. Buying car insurance to cover your teenage children or other young drivers can drive you to the poorhouse. Insurance rates for
those 16-25 are astronomical compared to the already high levels of everyone else. Usually you can save a lot of money using these simple strategies: If you pay car insurance premiums, do not allow a car with the name of the child on behalf. Include your child as an additional leader in your policy. If your child wants or buys a car on their own behalf, make
the purchase dependent on whether the child gets their insurance, a lesson in reality. If your child is away in college without a car, some companies will give you a higher discount on your family's car policy because the driving opportunities for your child will be greatly reduced. Be sure to ask. Use all of the things in this section to reduce the total cost of your
policy by 30-50%, 30-50%, also drop additional bonuses for a new manager for the same percentage. Take a higher deductible to reduce the cost of coverage, but get your child's consent in writing to be responsible for paying any non-deductible deductible up to $500 to $1,000 for an accident by him or her. Take at least $100,000/$300,000 in liability no
matter how little your net worth. Do not teach the child to lead themselves. With which he or her to take an accredited driver training course, some companies offer a discount. AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY INSURANCE Two types of liability insurance must be your car policy both financially and legally for personal injury liability and property damage liability.
Personal injury liability insurance covers the damage you could cause to people in other cars, pedestrians and passengers in your car. You and your family members are also insured while driving another person's car, including a rental car. Personal injury liability covers damages as well as your legal protection costs up to the limits set by the policy, whether
it is by out-of-court negotiations or by a jury. You choose two policy limits: the maximum that the insurance company will pay per injured person and the maximum amount that the company will pay to all those injured in the accident. Accident.
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